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The Need
A doctor, a 
stethoscope, 
and a bag of 
medicine
?
A team of 
doctors and 
a multi-bed 
ICU
Simple Complex
The Approach
Conditions The best and worst cases of “probable” medical conditions
Capabilities Prevention, diagnosis, treatment, & long-term management
Actions The tasks performed within a capability
The Approach
Tangible and intangible assets used to perform an actionResources

Condition
Capability
Condition
Action
Capability
Condition
Action
Resources
Capability
Condition
Criticalities
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Notional
MONSTR Output
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Notional
MONSTR Output
Applying MONSTR
Weighted Criticality
Function of:
• CriticalityResource
• CriticalityAction
• FrequencyResource
Mission Criticality
Function of:
• Weighted Criticality
• ProbabilityCondition
Applying MONSTR
Given other resource metrics:
- Mass/volume/power
- Training requirements
- Etc.
Which resources:
- Are flight ready now?
- Require ExMC investment?
- Will be developed by industry?
- Require alternatives?
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MONSTR Value
MONSTR provides:
• Investment prioritization to maximize capabilities
• Objective, quantified measures to support system trades
• Repeatable decision making processes
MONSTR is not:
• A definitive answer to what medical resources are required for 
any DRM
Forward Plan
• Continued data population via ExMC Physicians
• Integration into ExMC Systems Engineering system model
• SysML
• Review and modification of “weighted” scoring scheme
• Additional database and GUI development
• Data validation (potentially via crowd sourcing)
• Data analysis and reporting
• Use of MONSTR data to support trade study analysis
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